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About This Guide 1
This guide provides best practices and guidelines that you must follow to create and publish your VIBs.

VMware Technical Publication Glossary
VMware Technical Publications provides a glossary of terms that might be unfamiliar to you. For
definitions of terms as they are used in VMware technical documentation, go to:

https://www.vmware.com/support/pubs/

Document Feedback
VMware welcomes your suggestions to improve our documentation. If you have comments, send your
feedback by raising a DCPN case.

Technical Support
To obtain certification support, log in to DCPN and file a Certification Request (CR) with detailed
information.
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Introduction 2
This document contains best practices/guidelines for creating and publishing VIBs.
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Guidelines to Create VIBs for
vSphere 3
Follow the instructions/guidelines mentioned in this section, when you are building VIBs for vSphere.

n Package names must be between 2 and 35 characters long, must start with an alphanumeric
character and must only consist of the following:

n Lower case letters (a-z)

n Digits (0-9)

n Minus (-) sign

n Periods (.)

n Do not open any ports in the firewall. For example: do not put any files in the /etc/vmware/
firewall folder.

n Do not add or modify any security policies. For example: do not put any files in the /etc/vmware/
secpolicy folder.

n Use three-digit vendor-ID/Partner-ID in <> . For a list of all codes, see VIB-
suite_Instructions_for_components.docx.

n Store all files in the /opt/<vendor>/ folder, unless otherwise instructed in the VMware SDK
documentation.

n Delete all configurations files that persist across a reboot.

n Do not create hidden files or directories. For example: if you have binary files called /opt/
vendor/.bin, move them to the /opt/vendor/bin folder.

n Do not start a daemon.

n Remove all executable files with sticky bits in the VIB payload.

n Do not embed VIBs or other archive files.

n Do not use non-VMware SDK toolchains to build files to be included in VIBs. Do not add foreign
binary files not built from VMware SDKs to the VIB payloads.

n VIB metadata constraints:

n Add all dependencies on other VIBs in the VIB metadata constraints.

n Add all targeted vSphere ESXi versions in the VIB metadata constraints.

n Failure to define VIB dependencies result in errors.
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A VIB must limit itself to a group of releases that it is targeted for or list a specific API version that is
required. For example: If a VIB works only on ESX versions 6.0 through 6.7 GA, update the VIB's
descriptor.xml file as described in the following code:

<depends>

      <constraint name="esx-version" relation="&gt;=" version="6.0.0"/>

      <constraint name="esx-version" relation="&lt;&lt;" version="6.7.1"/>

   </depends>

Do not use = to compare any given versions.

Note   Version strings have trailing fields (for example: build number) in them. You must always use
the greater than (>) or less than (<) comparison operators in the syntax.

n The maximum VIB size allowed is 50 MB. For exceptions contact VMware before submission.

n For ESXCLI plugins:

n Do not change the VMware XML namespace (xmlns). By default it is set as: http://
www.vmware.com/Products/ESX/5.0/esxcli/.

n Namespaces must be unique so that they do not conflict with products from other partners.

n Do not extend VMware namespaces in the VMware ESXCLI command. For example, this is not
allowed.:

device esxcli fcoe graphics hardware iscsi network nvme rdma sched software storage system vm 

vsan

n Do not display build numbers in the splash screen of a custom image.

n For compiled binaries:

n 32-bit binaries are not allowed.

n For VMware drivers, use only approved APIs from the NDDK APIs list.

n VMKLinux drivers are no longer supported.

n Perform the Secure Boot Test with Test Certificates. All VIBs are signed with Test Certificates
provided by VMware, a missing, or invalid certificate results in error.

n The following tags are mandatory in the VIB descriptor.xml file:

 /vib/name

 /vib/version

 /vib/acceptance-level

 /vib/vendor
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 /vib/relationships/depends

 /vib/relationships/depends/constraint

 /vib/relationships/conflicts

 /vib/relationships/replaces

Note   The descriptor XML file is required for all VIBs, which must be filled out by you. A sample
descriptor-template.xml file is installed as part of the VIB Suite installation and can be found in
the /opt/vmware/vibtools/sample/ folder.
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Guidelines to Publish VIBs 4
Follow the guidelines in this section before you publish your VIBs.

Note   The bulletin XML file describes the VIBs included in the consumable package. A sample
bulletin-template.xml file is installed as part of the VIB Suite installation and can be found in
the /opt/vmware/vibtools/sample/ folder.

n Always publish bulletin.xml with the VIB file.

n Every VIB must have at least one bulletin associated with it. The metadata in the bulletin is required
to produce publishable formats of the software (hosted depots, offline bundles, and driver update
CDs).

n Modify the sample bulletin.xml file that is included with the tools package. Some restrictions and
requirements for fields are outlined in the XML Fields in bulletin.xml table of the VMware VIB Tools
Suite.

Note   To access the VMware VIB Tools Suite navigate to {code} > SDKs > Host and Extension
SDK > Documentation and Reference.

n For more information about ESXi Packaging changes and building components, see the VIB-
suite_Instructions_for_components.docx document.
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